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€int = emain 'l' €cou1 'l' esl 'l' epair s OCR Output interaction energy density is represented as functions and the surface contribution is related to the finite-range forces. Thus the in Ref. [27] , where the dependence on p is simulated by simple fractional-linear density functional. Here we shall use the density functional in the form suggested practical application is the appropriate choice of the form and parametrization of the in common with the HFB method with effective forces. The main problem of its In fact, this method is a version of the self-consistent FFS theory, that has much the same functional with respect to the normal and abnormal density, respectively. approach, with the effective interactions F"' and F e being the second derivatives of particle-hole collective states. These states are treated within the quasiparticle RPA to the observed one. Insofar, one may hope to succeed in describing the low-lying mass, one expects that the calculated spectrum of the quasiparticle levels will be close on the Fermi surface in atomic nuclei is empirica.lly known to be close to the bare functional derivative of the density functional. Since the effective mass of nucleons and wave functions are calculated in a self·consistent mean field which is the first i.e., as a sum which minimizes the energy of the system. The quasiparticle spectrum approach, the nucleon density, p, is written as a. sum of singleparticle contributions, quasiparticle effective mass m* equals to the bare nucleon mass m (m/m* = 1). In this and the quasiparticle Hamiltonian with a free kinetic energy operator, so that the account the effects of pairing correlations. We employ the density functional method first to obtain the mean fields for neutrons and protons with properly taking into For a self·consistent description of the excited states in non-magic nuclei one needs nuclear charge-exchange excitations.
2) solving the QRPA-type equations and calculating the strength functions of 1) constructing the self·consistent potential and the quasiparticle basis; pairing correlations. Accordingly, the calculational scheme consists of two steps: consistent description of the ground and excited states of even and odd nuclei with
The essential feature of the approach utilized in the present paper is a self (1-, »\)-representation used in Ref. [26] for the neutral excitations.
of superfluid nuclei was developed [12, 25] which is similar to the method of mixed whole ph-continuum in the FFS theory equations for the charge-exchange excitations without basis truncation. To overcome this difficulty, a method of including the tinuum it is practically impossible to solve these equations in the X-representation the neutron (·r = u) or proton (·r = 1r) level with energy ei]. Because of the con with »\"= nlsjmr being the standard set of single-particle quantum numbers of (") sion over singlvparticle wave functions <p,\" is implied: the so called »\-representation transition densities for the charge-exchange excitations (Vp? = 0). In (3) , an expan tive interactions in the ph-and pp-channels; p, p",<p1 and ¢p2 are the corresponding the effective changes of the corresponding pairing fields; F "' and Fi are the effec ing under an action of the external charge-exchange field V}, oc vg.; dl and d2 are Here Vp,. and Vp'}, are the effective fields for particles and holes, respectively, aris (13) OCR Output Epagr = Q1/FEV 6,,,;,, is represented as C0 = 26%/3pO, ro = (3/ 81rp0)1/ 3. The last term in Eq. (4), the pairing energy density where ~"" = ~"" = ~+~'. ~"" = ~'"' = ~-~'; y{'" = y{"' = yi+yi. y1"' = af" = y¤-yi; (12) . . . a'_j_ = -7.391, h §+ = 0.037, h §+ = 1.322, As a result the following set of parameters was deduced h'{_ = hf+ and h §_ = h §+), and the surface symmetry energy was neglected (aj = 0). adjustable parameters in the fitting procedure, it was assumed that ff = ( i.e. mation within the basis of all bound single-particle levels. To reduce the number of pairing (even-even Sn and Pb isotopes). Pairing was treated in diagonal approxi and for non-magic ones both with weak superfiuidity (9°Zr, "°Gd) and developed charge distributions and single-particle spectra for magic nuclei '*°Ca., 48Ca, 2°8Pb rameters of the density functional, Eq. (4), were chosen by fitting binding energies, respectively. This procedure continued until complete convergence was achieved. Pa of previous densities and these new ones were used with the weights of 0.85 and 0.15, calculated, and then, as an input (p('+l),u('+1)) for the next iteration, superpositions rived, through its eigenvalues and wave functions (u('),v(i)) the new densities were from the above functional, Eq. (4), the elements of the Hamiltonian Hwere de Here, fi is a dimensionless interaction constant of the FFS theory [23] . The super (14) F6 : -00)·<s(F-w) present paper is chosen in the simplest form, in the particle-particle channel. This force, both for neutrons and protons, in the where v is the anomalous nucleon density and Fi plays the role of effective force Nr = 1 + (2fAo · Uvi. + E "i·(2fi + 1)» and for the particle number in the ground state one gets particle charge eq[0··r]=0.8 [3, 4] , i.e. with an effective axial-vector weak interaction approach outlined in Sect. 2. The GT matrix elements are calculated with local quasi
In this section we present and discuss the results obtained within the self-consistent 3.1 GT-strength functions for 71 Ga and 115In
3 Results and discussion (or resonance) in S (w) at w = w, can be extracted.
Here Aw is an energy interval in which the contribution of some specific maximum where the transition density of a nuclear excitation with a frequency w, is calculated (35) S(w) = é.,%(·F°)p¢,(F;w)dF] , perfluid nucleus to the charge-exchange external field W) can be found:
Having solved Eq. (26) the strength function determining the response of a su the pp-channel, deduced from the B-decay data in Ref. [25] , was used.
nucleons as it appears in (14) . The value of gg = 0.2 for the spin-isospin constant in
The strength constant was taken to be equal to the pairing constant fi for identical
Ff(F1,F2) = -G0fé6(F1 -F2) , (AJ"' = 0+, 1', ;
F5 + F5,. where (26) for the charge·exchange excitations can be written in a similar fashion as F6 =
The effective interaction in the particle-particle channel entering Eqs. (3) by 2.2 times, and for the transition ulgg/Q --» 1r1g7/2 in u5In-»H5Sn, by 2.5 times.
of "Ga-Jl Ge, calculated in the A=0 approximation, exceeds the experimental one However, the probability of the u2p;;2 -» 1r2p1/2 transition between the ground states extracted from the 71Ga(p,·n.) reaction at E,,=35 MeV [34] and E,,=120 MeV [30] .
number of fissions: 59.3% of NSU, 28.6% of 239Pu, 7.5% of 238U and 4.7% of 2'"Pu.
sponds to the following average contribution of the main fission isotopes to the total (RONS) at the Rovno nuclear power station. The reactor fuel composition corre measurements of the Dc + p -> 11+ e+ reaction with the Rovno Neutrino Spectrometer an experimental 17,, spectrum was used. It has been deduced in Ref. [40] from the indicate the strong fragmentation of the GT strength that is not described by the spectrum. The calculated solar neutrino absorption cross sections for seven most and In-F detectors are sensitive both to the low and high energy parts of neutrino dependence of the GT strength distributions. As it was mentioned above, the Ga the uncertaintes of the calculated neutrino capture rates, which stem from a model experimental evidence for solar neutrino from the pp-cycle it is of interest to discuss
In the light of recent GALLEX and SAGE results which gave for the first time an have been published [44, 45, 46, 47] .
within the so called Standard Solar Model [15] . Recently, some new SSM calculations neutrino oscillations [19] . The solar neutrinos fluxes have usually been estimated the nuclear input data. They might also be influenced by the vacuum and resonance their uncertainties depend on the model of astrophysical evolution of the Sun and on H and 7Be nuclei give monoenergetic neutrinos. The estimated neutrino fluxes and via reactions 1, 3 and 5 involving H, 3He and BB while the reactions 2 and 4 on the beled from 1 to 5 in Table 3 ). Neutrinos with continuous energy spectra are produced
The most important sources of the solar neutrinos are the pp-cycle reactions (la 3.4 Solar neutrino capture rates for 71 Ga and "5In-/-19F comparing the calculated cross sections with experimental ones.
threshold is quite strong (see Fig. 3 ). This should be taken into account when the dependence of the average absorption cross section on the upper discrimination with discrimination on the energy of outgoing ,3-particle. The calculations show that other. It should be also noticed that reactor antineutrino experiments are carried out states and, consequently, the cross sections 6,0, and 60 differ not too much from each region is mainly determined by a contribution from the transition between the ground of complex nature at low energies $ 2 MeV. In our calculation, the GT strength in this antineutrino capture cross sections are sensitive to the appearance of additional levels rapid decrease of the RONS 17, spectrum in the region above Ep = 4 MeV. Reactor shown. The contribution from the pygmy resonance region is suppressed owing to the cross sections related to the soft part of the 17, spectrum (E.; Q 1.95 MeV) are also
The calculated reactor 17,-absorption cross sections are shown in Table 2 . The a way that the total number of antineutrino per fission was retained equal to x6.
introduced for matching it with the RONS spectrum [40] at Ep = 1.95 MeV in such isotope composition listed above, is used. The normalization factor of N = 1.2 was ,8-decay of fission products. The superposition of these spectra, according to the obtained by Vogel et al. [41] by summing the individual 17, spectra occuring in the MeV region, the calculated 17, spectra for fissionable isotopes are used. They were spectrum at lower energies are missing. In the present work, for the Ep $ 1.95 from the reactor to be measurable. Experimental data on the reactor antineutrino limit is close to the reaction threshold while the upper one is set by a very low 17, flux where the antineutrino energy is within the 1.95 < Eg < 9.05 MeV interval. The lower (E,.) = 6.506 -exp -()' -1.0s(*°, Msv·16ss10¤·' , (39) ,% %)]
The deduced 17, spectrum can be approximated as width. For the line shape of the individual excitations a Lorentz function was used
We performed the calculations assuming a simple parametrisation of the spreading which is closely related to the decay width of the particle states.
the decay of hole states as well as systematics of the optical potential imaginary part part gives its energy shift. To parametrise I`l(E), one may use empirical data on where the imaginary part defines a spreading width of the excitation and the real corresponding contribution to the self-energy operator [48] : 2,,;, = A(E) + iI`l(E) /2, strength distributions can be obtained by using an approximate expression for the lations. A reasonable estimate of the influence of more complex configurations on the [49] . At the same time this model seems to be rather complicated in practical calcu scheme with inclusion of the quasiparticle-phonon coupling is still in an initial stage yet to superfluid nuclei including the odd ones. The development of a. QRPA-type correlations in the ground and excited states [48] . However, it has not been applied an effect is the so called second RPA (SRPA). This scheme accounts for the 2p2h-for calculating the response functions of charge-exchange excitations allowing for such the GTR strength to lower energies. One of the most extended microscopic models below and above the GTR. In particular, this mechanism is known to shift a part of included in our scheme. The expected effect is a redistribution of the GT strength
One of the reason for this difference could be the quasiparticle-phonon coupling not [15] where the strength function extracted from the (p,n) experiment [30] was used.
strength function of Fig. 2 , is nearly twice as low compared with calculation of Ref.
to the total capture rate. The 8B neutrino capture rate for 71Ga, obtained with the tor. All the calculations [11, 21, 15] give an estimate of 10-13% for the BB contribution energy (7.46 Mev) in 71 Ge is a "natural" registration threshold for the gallium detec . This effect is especially important for 71 Ga since the neutron separation GT strength distribution in the region near the maximum of SB neutrino spectrum
The BB neutrino capture rate is very model dependent because of sensitivity to the for the pp neutrinos.
that the uncertainty of the estimated 7Be neutrino capture rate is higher than that calculations in Ref. [15] results in a slightly higher 7Be rate (see Table 3 ). This means the experimental spectra [30] . The use of the experimental strength function for the Table 3 . There is an indication on such a low-energy structure (E, $ 1) MeV in from very low-lying GT exitations, which are not described by the models cited in the 7Be neutrino capture rate but in this case one can expect also some contribution by the difference in the GT matrix elements used. The same argumentation holds for the Rp, calculated in the present work from the R", values of Refs. [11, 15] is explained long as one uses the experimental matrix elements [31, 33] . A slight deviation (2%) of uncertainty regarding the contribution of the pp neutrinos might not be discussed as the GT transition between the lowest allowed partners in "Ga and 115In. Thus the from the pp neutrinos. This contribution is determined by the matrix elements of It can be seen from Table 3 that more than half of the predicted total rate comes detectors are presented in Table 3 in comparison with the results of Refs. [11, 15] .
important neutrino sources and corresponding rates in gallium and indium-fluorine section factors used. For the basic pp-fusion reactions, the corresponding fluxes are solar neutrino fluxes predicted by the SSM are also iniiuenced by the nuclear cross the diffusion of heavy elements is expected to give a further increase of this flux. The 3.5 SNU (3%) and increases the SB neutrino flux by 12% (Ref. [44] ). The inclusion of helium diffusion leads to the increase of the total capture rates for gallium by about SNU (0.5%) for the Ga detector [44] . Incorporating new physical effects such as [44, 45, 46, 47] , for the same input parameters, give the same results to within 0. (up to 20%) might be assigned to the estimated SB neutrino capture rates in Ref.
which is not very accurate for the GTR region. Thus, some additional uncertainty extraction from (p,·n.) data may arise through the multipole decomposition procedure function [32] was used. It should be noted, however, that an error in the GT strength capture rate is rather close to that of Ref. [15] in which the experimental strength experimental one in the region of E, _ § 12 MeV. As a consequence, the BB neutrino it at E, 2 B,,. The strength function of usln (Fig. 4) 1Ga has resulted in somewhat lower capture rate for the SB neutrinos as compared 3). However, the deficit of the GT-strength at E, $ 8 MeV in our calculations for AB(GT) = 0.63 changing the SB neutrino capture rate from 6.50 to 8.55 SNU (Table   GTR region (E, $ 11 MeV). The GT strength in the region near B,, has increased by allows for the better description of the experimental strength function of 71 Ga in the and "5In(p,n)"5Sn [32] reactions at E, = 120 MeV. It turns out that such a recipe are shown in Fig. 4 in comparison with those extracted from the 71 Ga(p, n)7l Ge [30] the GTR region (with a :0.018 Mev'1) [48] . The calculated GT strength functions Fm, = 200 keV for the excitations below the particle threshold, and I`1 = aE2.in with a width I`* depending on the excitation energy. It was assumed also that Fl = tive because it suggests the reliable measurements both of the pp and 7Be and of
The program of solar neutrino spectroscopy using an In-F detector is very attrac strength functions at higher excitation energies.
and polarization tranfer data could provide a more reliable reconstruction of the GT be useful since the combined microscopic analysis [52] of inclusive neutron spectra 5%). The (p,·n) experiments with polarized nucleons on 71 Ga, usln and 19F would the corresponding uncertainty in the total rate is expected to be relatively low (3 However, this contribution to the total capture rate does not exceed 10-13% so that models of the GT strength near the neutron separation threshold in daughter nuclei.
neutrinos with excitation of higher lying states is very sensitive to the fragmentation evaluated quite accurately by all existing calculations. The contribution from the SB The corresponding matrix elements are known experimenta.lly and this contribution is 7Be neutrinos are defined by the GT transitions between the lowest allowed states.
the main contribution coming from the pp and, to a considerable extent, from the estimations can not be removed by re-examining the nuclear stucture input because
The observed deviation of the total solar neutrino capture rates from theoretical for the NF nuclei.
made a simple estimate of the solar neutrino and reactor antineutrino capture rates well with other calculations though are slightly lower (see Table 3 ). We have also width. The results for the solar neutrino capture rates on 71 Ga and "5In compare urations beyond the QRPA was simulated by using an energy-dependent spreading the particle-hole continuum was included completely. The effect of complex config the local Landau-Migdal force g' and a renorma.lized one-pion exchange amplitude;
systems were solved using a spin·dependent charge-exchange interaction containing account. The dynamical QRPA-like equations of the Migdal theory of finite Fermi ple parametrization of the particle-particle force; the blocking effect was taken into forces in the particle-hole channel. Pairing was treated self-consistently using a sim functions approximating the density dependence of local and finite-range effective A nuclei. This approach is based on the density functional with fractional-linear self-consistent treatment of the charge-exchange excitations of the superfluid odd ture rates of solar neutrinos and reactor antineutrinos have been calculated by a
The Gamow-Teller strength functions of the "Ga, usln and 19F as well as the cap 4 Concluding remarks gallium experiment has been estimated as 10% in Ref. [44] and 15% in Ref. [51] .
Ref. [15] ). The overall uncertainty of the total capture rate predicted by the SSM for to the energy range necessary for the Solar model gives a sizeable error (15%, see section of this reaction has been measured at different energies, but the extrapolation 7Be and SB neutrinos are very sensitive to the 7Be(p,·y)8B reaction rate. The cross estimated within the SSM with an accuracy of 2%. On the contrary, the fluxes of the from the (p,n) reactions at E;,=120 MeV [30, 32] in comparison with the calculated Fig. 4 . GT·strength functions for 71Ga (upper part) and Hsln (lower part) extracted the B-particle detection threshold. MET, calc 71Ga-»"Ge G-->é-) and usln -»u5Sn (gil -» gl-) transitions Table 1 Calculated and experimental Gamow-Teller matrix elements for the
